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1. Introduction

In the semi-classical theory of linear partial differential operators, the general asymp-
totic behavior of eigenfunctions remains a major open problem. Such is the case for the
multidimensional Schrôdinger operator —/r A + V(q), when Planck's constant h tends to
O; or the Laplacian on a compact or bounded manifold, in the limit of large eigenvalues.
For a one-dimensional problem the eigenfunctions, solutions of an ordinary differential
equation (a Sturm-Liouville problem), lie in the range of the "WKB" method, which is
ancient, simple, efficient, and nevertheless well alive as^this meeting testifies. However,
this WKB representation can extend to multidimensional eigenfunctions only provided the
coupling between degrees of freedom can be considered as weak, a rather special situation.
As reviewed in [2], we lack a comparable semi-classical description, even an unrefined one.
for eigenfunctions in the presence of strong coupling or "genuinely multidimensional" dy-
namics, best exemplified by classically "chaotic" motion (hyperbolic and bounded, thereby
ergodic).

This paper discusses a possible approach presented in [1], and it endorses mostly the
quantum point of view (h —» O problem). First, we review the incompatibility of the
WKB method with the semi-classical ergodic theorems (section 2); then, we introduce
a restricted class of "reduced" models, the quantized torus-maps, as testing ground for
alternative semi-classical methods (section 3). In this setting, we describe a multiplicative
parametrization for quantum wavefunctions (section 4), which is not only preserved but
also directly influenced, as it seems, by ergodicity in the classical limit: we conjecture and
describe a corresponding semi-classical behavior different from the WKB pattern (section
5). We end with a prospective section 6 (problems, generalizations).

2. WKB vs. ergodic eigenfunctions

The most far-reaching adaptations of the WKB method to multi-dimensional situa-
tions follow from Maslov and Leray [3]: the drawbacks of the WKB Ansatz,

tftefi) ~ a(î)eS5('>'*, 96 K", (1)
R—>0

(namely: its local range, divergences at caustics, and cumbersome transformation rules),
are overcome by interpreting eq. (1) as a coordinate-dependent projection of a regular
object (A, /J1/2), which intrinsically lives in the phase space R." © (R")*: A is a Lagrangian
submanifold (locally: the graph of {p = VS}), and p1/2 a half-density on A (locally: the
pullbackof |a(g)2d"g|1/2).

The density p has the following "physical" interpretation [3,4]. Associate with any
wavefunction ij;(q, K) a "quantum expectation-value functional" W^ :

(2)



where / is the operator f ( q , — \hdq) corresponding to f ( q , p ) under some quantization
procedure chosen once for all (i.e., a specified ordering rule for the operators q and — ihdq).
On general grounds and provided it exists, the weak limit (w-lim) for h —» O of the quantum
functional W1J, must be a classical-expectation-value functional, i.e., a positive measure on
the phase space, actually carried by the microsupport of ^1. In the case of the wavefunction
(1), stationary-phase evaluation of the functional (2) yields the property

A _ O | , . for any fixed / € C0°°(E2"). (3)

The crucial feature of any WKB function is this very special type of (rc-dimensional) mi-
crosupport, a Lagrangian manifold. For any eigenfunction, on the other hand, the density
p must be invariant under the classical Hamiltonian flow due to Egorov's theorem [6], and
the microsupport is a (closed) invariant set. These two statements together restrict the
WKB parametrization of eigenfunctions to those systems which classically admit invariant
Lagrangian manifolds.

For a genera/ classical Hamiltonian H(q,p), the invariant sets are extremely compli-
cated [7] and very unlikely to be (or decompose into) Lagrangian manifolds (which are
n-dimensional surfaces in R2n). A clear exception is one degree of freedom: each non-
degenerate energy curve H~l(E) is automatically Lagrangian, which explains why the
WKB method can work. The complete multidimensional analogue is to have R2n foliated
by invariant Lagrangian manifolds; this only happens for completely integrable systems
(systems with n integrals of the motion in involution, also called maximally overdeter-
mined or AoVonomic); then, in action-angle coordinates, the degrees of freedom appear
as decoupled. Under a generic weak perturbation of such a system (KAM theorem), a
positive-measure fraction of those Lagrangian manifolds in phase-space is destroyed and
replaced by zones containing fixed points as well as unstable and erratic orbits (these
zones are poorly understood); a positive-measure fraction of the Lagrangian manifolds is
preserved, now with a very complicated transversal Cantor-set structure; the use of the
WKB method in such conditions is already quite difficult, though not impossible. When

' the perturbation is strong, however, all Lagrangian manifolds are destroyed, and a typical
orbit seems to visit densely a finite fraction of the (2n — l)-dimensional energy surface
instead of confining itself to any lower-dimensional surface such as a Lagrangian manifold.
Consequently, in systems with several strongly coupled degrees of freedom, generic invari-
ant manifolds are "fat" , and for an eigenfunction to have such a microsupport is totally
incompatib/e with WKB behavior.

The coupling between all degrees of freedom appears fully realized when typical orbits
visit the whole energy surface H~l(E) uniformly with respect to the induced measure
dnqdnp/dH : this is classical ergodicity. This extreme case is a little simpler, and a



• property of Shnirelman's type is known (its many versions are reviewed in [2,8]): with
minor restrictions,

w-Um W* = S(H - E) dnq d V (4)
fi— -O

This equation, at once, implies the WKB behavior for ̂  in one dimension, and totally
precludes it in any higher dimension, as explained before. In fact, for n > 2 any simple-
minded asymptotic expression for i/>(g, K) seems to violate eq. (4), while no compatible
expression for ij> can be inferred from it either!

It is convenient for the subsequent analysis to make a special choice of quantization
procedure in eq. (2). There exist remarkable quantum states maximally concentrated in
phase space, the coherent states; for instance, the ground state of the quantum harmonic
oscillator (-/J2A + tf2), to be labelled |0;0) (its wavefunction is i/>(q) = (xh)-1/4 e~«2/2*).
Its microsupport is the point (q = O, p = O), and its spread around it is measured by the
uncertainties 6q] = (0;0|«?|0;0) = fi/2, 6p] = <0;0| - /ro>J|0;0) = K/2. Such a state is
a good quantum analogue of the classical state at (0,0).

Therefore, a reasonable choice of quantization is the one linearly generated by the
prescriptions

6(q)6(p) — > |0; O)(O; 0| (the projector onto the state |0; O))

$(q ~ q')6(P ~P'} — * k'ip'Xs'iJp'l (translating the previous one by the Weyl group)

(the Jc; p) are normalized coherent states); thus,

l- (5)

With this choice, formula (2) specializes to

W* • f = I h^q^h)f(q,p)dnqdn
P,

J (6)

The latter phase-space function or Husimi function [9] is the density of the functional W1^
corresponding to ^ under eq. (2) with the quantization scheme (5).

If semi-classical ergodicity (eq. (4)) holds, then

w-lim M?,P, K) = 6(H(q,p) - E). (7)
»— -u

3. Reduced framework and special models,

We want to in-' -ïase our understanding o.̂  the simplest possible examples of non-
integrable ergodic motion, where the Hamiltonian has 2 degrees of freedom (phase space



). A standard simplification [7] replaces the continuous-time classical dynamics in the
whole phase space by the map of first return on a symplectic surface of section of codi-
mension 2, at fixed energy. A "reduced" discrete dynamical system results, with one less
degree of freedom as a benefit. A Hamiltonian of 2 degrees of freedom thus reduces to an
area-preserving map on a 2-d surface. Bound states, the favorite candidates for ergodic
or chaotic behavior, correspond to bounded energy-surfaces, giving bounded surfaces of
section.

In quantum mechanics, an analogous reduction would consist of replacing a given
differential-operator eigenvalue problem on a surface by an auxiliary eigenvalue problem
for a (non-local) integral operator UE on a curve. For instance, the Helmholtz equation in
a bounded plane domain ft with Dirichlet boundary conditions,

(A + E)0 = O in Q, t/>,9n = O, (8)

reduces to a classic boundary integral equation (reviewed in [1O]),

^H(
0
l\VE\r-r'\)} (9)

4 J

(another linear map upon the solutions fi(s) will restore the eigenfunctions t/> themselves).
For the Schrodinger equation the reduction process is not so \vell understood, but partial
results exist [U]. All this supports the heuristic view that one can concentrate on the
description of reduced-type eigenfunctions alone, like p(s) in eq. (9).

In order to make progress on this specific problem, without having to wait for a com-
plete theory of "quantum reduction" , we shift our attention to models intrinsically pos-
sessing the reduced form, namely quantum maps. These are unitary operators on a Hilbert
space, which directly "quantize" area-preserving maps (we remain in a 2-dimensional phase
space, or one degree of freedom); such maps are chaotic if they are linearly unstable and
acting on a compact phase space. The simplest compact phase space to carry maps for
which chaotic behavior can be proved is the torus (Fig. 1), hence we shall only consider
T2 as phase space.

To quantize a dynamical system, it is understood that in the first place, one must
specify a Hilbert space with quantized coordinate operators (q,p) corresponding to the
classical phase space being used (prequantization), then associate a unitary operator U
on that space to whichever area-preserving map is studied. The quantum Hilbert space
for a torus has finite dimension N with 2irNh = 1; this space T-(N can be spanned either
by position eigenvectors at the discrete eigenvalues qn = n/N (mod 1) or by momentum

eigenvectors at the discrete eigenvalues pm = m/N (mod 1); the two bases are related by
the classic discrete Fourier transform FN, with (FN)mn = N~l/2

 e-
2ffimn/Ar [12,13]. The



Fig. 1. Chaotic area-preserving maps on square phase space. Left: linear hyperbolic

automorphism of the torus ("cat map"). Right: piecewise affine transformation ("baker's map").
(Taken from [T].)

quantization of chaotic maps on the torus (to obtain NxN unitary matrices on HN] has
been achieved for the linear hyperbolic automorphisms or cat maps [13] and for the baker's
map, the latter giving the especially simple result [14]

U = (10)

(We emphasize that we limit ourselves to the simplest descriptions here, no general under-
standing being available anyway. For instance, the operator UE in eq. (9) will be neither
unitary nor of finite rank exactly.)

In this reduced framework, the semi-classical ergodic quiz consists of understanding
the asymptotic behavior for JV -> co (because 2xNh = 1) of the eigenvectors of matrices
like (10). By extrapolation from the standard case (4), we may conjecture a reduced
form of semi-classical ergodic property: for (almost) every sequence {VV(#) € HN] of
eigenfunctions of a quantized ergodic map like (10),

w-lim /ty,-(Ar) = 1 (the ergodic density for the baker or cat maps). (11)

For WKB wave functions the limiting densities would lie on curves instead.
In conclusion, the eigenfunctions of certain quantized maps on the torus exhibit all

the characterization problems associated with semi-classical ergodic behavior. (Likewise,



the understanding of their eigenvalues for JV — » oo would illuminate the spectral theory of
the general case).

We now describe a representation method which is able to unravel in more detail the
structure of wave functions satisfying eq. (11).

4. Multiplicative representation

It is customary to represent solutions of linear equations in linear or additive form, as
vectors in a function space (Hilbert space, in quantum mechanics). We intend to suggest
that a nonlinear multiplicative representation may be better suited to the semi-classical
analysis of the solutions [I].

As opposed to the WKB method, this multiplicative parametrization will apply to
all vectors hence all eigenfunctions, irrespective of the dynamics. At present, however,
it is rather demanding in terms of kinematics. It requires, at the classical level, a 2-
dimensional phase space admitting a complex (1-d) structure, and, at the prequantization
level, the existence of analytic coherent states for this complex structure: the multiplicative
parametrization is to be extracted from the Bargmann representation built upon these
coherent states. The only compact surfaces which readily qualify are those of constant
curvature, and primarily the sphere and the torus. For the reasons given in the previous
section, we select the torus (the sphere is treated in [15]). Such kinematical restrictions
are to ease our access to the problems arising from the dynamics.

The Bargmann representation for the torus T2 = IR2/Z2 is readily obtained from the
one on the full plane. On E2, a complex structure is denned by the coordinates

z" = (J H- ip)/V2, (12)

and the analytic coherent states by [16,17]

|z)=e'*» f |0), |0) = |0;0), (13) f|

with a* = (l/v^X/i"1*/ — d/dq) being the creation operator, and |0;0) the ground state,
for the harmonic oscillator (—h2d2/dq2 + q2). These coherent states vary analytically with
respect to a complex coordinate, namely z*, as opposed to the normalized coherent states
\q;p) of eq. (5), the relationship being

tap) ~ - = e-M'/W|,).

The Bargmann transform of a function tl>(q) in i2(R) is denned as

= (z I V) = (TT/i)-1/4 +°° e-I^-v* ««'!/» $(q') dq' , (15)



and it is an entire function of order 2 [18]. The Husimi function, defined by eq. (6), is
related to it by

The adaptation to the torus is based on the idea that the prequantized torus, i.e.,
the AT- dimensional Hilbert space Ti. N constructed in Sect. 3, admits a "natural" linear
embedding into tempered distributions, as

+00 AT-I

£ £ 1>n6(q - n/N - v). (17)
«/=—00 n=0

The Bargmann representation for a vector ̂  in T-^v is simply the transform of the distri-
bution (17) by formula (15), resulting in

4 £ B3 (-i*N(V2 z - n/N)
n=0

where 63 is the Jacobi theta function [19]

+ 00

63(v \T)=
1/= — OO

The q- and p- periodicities for the abstract vector ip translate themselves into quasi-
period relations for Btj>(z), respectively

+ 1/V2) = e^CI+^ Os^(z) , (2Oa)

Z + i/V2) = e^Ci-'^ ') B^(Z) ; (206)

hence, BIJJ(Z) need only be given in the fundamental square (q,p) € [O, I]2 ~ T2. The
mapping B is unitary from HN to the space £ of entire functions quasi-periodic according
to eqs. (20), the norms being

>)• (21)

Here, the Husimi function h$(q,p) of eq. (16) is strictly doubly-periodic, or defined on the
torus T2: this follows from eqs. (20).

The Bargmann representation of HN is abstractly as adequate as any other linear rep-
resentation, but because of the roundabout way by which it embeds the finite-dimensional



space of interest into a huge function space (the entire functions of order 2), it seems highly
redundant or uneconomical.

The relevant observation now is that the well known factorization properties of entire
functions over their zeros become especially simple and convenient when the labeling phase
space behind the Bargmann representation is compact. Then, the number of zeros is finite
and the Bargmann transforms are all polynomial (not as functions but as sections of a
holomorphic line bundle over the phase space as complex curve). As such they have a
unite factorization over their zeros, which endows these zeros with primary importance.

In the case of the torus, the line bundle is defined by the period-transition functions
(20); the counting of zeros results from a standard integral taken on the boundary F of
the fundamental square,

/
Jr

az=N =>N zeros in the square; (22)

thus, the total number of zeros (counted with !multiplicities) is an invariant, the dimension
of the representation. (Since eq. (22) counts the Bohr-Sommerfeld "quanta" present in
the system, we may view the zeros as particle-like condensations of the individual quanta.)
There is one constraint among the zeros, given by

d(-L,-L). (23)

The basic building block or "monomial" must be the unique (up to scale) vector ^1 € 'H.i ;

(24)

has a unique zero at the center of the square as required by eq. (23),

(This function also occurs in lattice representations of quantum mechanics and related
contexts [17,2O].)

The factorization formula for any N reads as

N
i r ( * / - * o ) ' JJ V1 (g + Zo _ Z j ) . (25)

i

This establishes a multiplicative parametrization of the rays or states (elements of WN /C+ )

by the (JV — l)-dimensional family of zeros {zj} of BiJ? . This same parametrization has
been used before in an a priori unrelated special setting of solid-state physics [21].



We can now drop the Bargmann function to work only with the distribution of its
zeros (equivalently: zeros of the Husimi function). At this step we sacrifice linearity but
crucially succeed to eliminate all redundancy while preserving some microlocality (the

. parameters Zj lie in phase space, albeit not in a fully symplectically-invariant fashion).

In this approach, the classical limit JV —> oo corresponds to the thermodynamic limit
of the zeros as particles, and the semi-classical analysis of eigenfunctions has two main
aspects:

Problem a): to find and classify the limiting measures reached by the patterns of zeros as
JV —* oo (and perhaps study their finite-N fluctuations, too);

Problem b): to understand the asymptotics of the product (25) in any of the limiting
patterns of zeros found in a).

We remark that this idea, of basing semi-classical analysis on the regions of lowest
density in phase space, contrasts with the conventional picture of microlocalization, which
relies on the high-density regions of phase space as supports for the semi-classical asymp-
totics but cannot describe all possible behaviors of wave functions themselves.

This change of perspective does not achieve miracles by itself. Having found that the

quantum information lies in pure and complete form with the zeros, we are moderately
surprised to discover that these zeros in turn seem to be extremely elusive, their "dynamics"
being highly intricate [22] and lacking any clear "physical" interpretation as well. So far.
we only have an indirect numerical knowledge of the zeros associated with eigenfunctions,

from evaluating the Bargmann transforms (18) by computer; we present some of these
now.

5. Empirical results and conjectures

We will display phase-space plots for a sample of eigenfunctions of various systems,
guided by the following ideas:

- it is not needed to show the full complex Bargmann function, as its zeros condense
the total information; however, the zeros alone are hard to extract numerically and do not
visually convey the density distribution in phase space; so, we actually display the latter,

i.e. the Husimi function, by way of density plots (showing highest densities in black).

- a linear density scale shows valuable detail in the high-density region but obliterates

the delicate relief near zero level: the very low density regions easily produce extended

white "seas" in which the zeros are inobservable.

- a logarithmic density scale sacrifices level resolution at high densities but brings out
the low-density relief patterns; adjusting the gamma (contrast factor) we can obtain plots

with sharply emerging zeros. The idea that log (Bifr) or log h^ are the basic functions to
be plotted also agrees with the emphasis on multiplicative structure.



Fig. 2. Plot of Husimi function on the torus, with linear (left) and logarithmic (right) density
scales — both with maximum in black, minimum in white. This plot shows the "monomial'1 state

Vi € Hi (eq. (24)).

In conclusion, each Husimi function deserves a pair of plots side by side, linear density

scale on the left and logarithmic density scale on the right.
Fig. 2 shows these Husimi plots for the monomial y>\ of eq. (24). As a consequence of

eq. (25), general Husimi functions factorize too, as

N

= C^ JJ -Cj, P + Po - PJ) (26)

(with Zj = (qj — ipj)/\/2, and C^ > O setting the normalization). The fact that the zero
and the maximum of h\ occupy antipodal positions on the torus is clearly relevant to the
shaping of a general Husimi function through eq. (26).

Classically integrable case.

This corresponds to eigenfunctions of quantized Hamiltonians (since we are in one

degree of freedom). For Fig. 3 we arbitrarily chose the classical Hamiltonian

H(q,p) = 2 — cos lirp — sin Inq — cos CTTC (27)

and the eigenvalue closest to a fixed value, E = 1.54, and varied the quantum parameter

JV; we show N = 21 and 63. As JV grows, the Husimi density concentrates around the
curve {H(q,p) = E] (linear scale, left), and its zeros concentrate upon another set of
curves (log. scale, right).



',. l'

Fig. 3. As Fig. 2, but for two eigenfunctions corresponding to a fixed classically integrable

dynamics (Hamiltonian (27); energy zone E « 1.54). The classical energy curve (H-1 ( E ) ] is

superposed (middle inset specifies the region {H < E} in grey). The plots show the dependence
upon the quantum parameter N; top: TV = 21 (8th eige.nfunction); bottom: N = 63 (24th

eigenfunction).



Both features originate from the WKB form of eigenfunctions for .V —> oc in integrable

situations. The concentration of the density illustrates eq. (3) for A = {H~l(E)}, which
in turn expresses WKB behavior in any real coordinate like q or p. The behavior of the

zeros, or the other hand, involves the complex WKB method in the coordinate z ([5] ch. V,
[15.23]), which expresses the Bargmann-transformed eigenfunction for .V —> so as

£0(z)~J>,(r)e2-vs*<-->, (28)
k=l

where {Sk(~}} are branches of the classical fixed-energy action in the z coordinate.

f { H - i ( E ) } (tf' + ip'VV'S d(q' -ip')/V2. The vanishing of (28) for JV -» oo generically
requires to have ReS;(r) = ReSk(z) > ReSe(z) for some two branches j, k and all

other branches L Each such equality defines an anti-Stokes curve for this geometry;
the zeros of BV(Z) will then concentrate upon such curves through the second condi-

tion Im(Sj — Sk) = (m + COnSt)TV"1, which distributes them regularly on the curves

with spacings O(N~l), Since there is a Bohr-Sommerfeld eigenvalue condition, (2Tn)"1

/#-!(£•) (B^]'/Bi/> dz = integer (quantum number), we can often identify the number of
zeros enclosed by the energy curve as the quantum number and obtain counting theorems

for the zeros. The behavior of the zeros of eigenfunctions for integrable systems is there-

fore a straightforward generalization of the SÉurm-LiouviJJe theory in the real domain.

Of course, these arguments are neither fully formalized, nor perhaps complete enough for

practical calculations.

Concerning problem bj, the mechanism by which a product like (25) over regularly
spaced zeros generates a rapidly oscillating function of the form (27) is a duality similar to

the Poisson multiplication formula, or exponentiated summation formula, the prototype

of which is sin(z/h) = z/h H^o(I ~ z/kirh).

Classically chaotic case.

Now, Fig. 4 shows two eigenfunctions of quantum maps, the baker's map (top) and

cat map (bottom), both quantized with .V = 64. In both cases the classical maps are fully
chaotic, and ergodic with respect to the uniform Lebesgue measure on the square.

Our fundamental observation is that the zeros not only fail to concentrate on curves

(a manifestation of the inadequacy of the WKB form), but seem to UU like a gas the whole

available phase space. Only certain zones of significantly higher density for h y are free

of zeros; some of these zones seem highly correlated with fixed points and short periodic

orbits of the classical map (scarring mechanism [24]); for instance, the baker eigenstate

displayed on Fig. 4 (top) is heavily scarred at the fixed point (0,0). It is natural for high-

density regions to behave like repellers for zeros, but we observe a difference between the

integrable case where the zeros end up squeezed upon curves as if under huge pressure,

and the chaotic case where they are just kept off.
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Quantized baker's map [14], JV = 64

Quantized cat map [13], N = 64

Fig. 4. As Fig. 2, but for eigenfunctions of quantum maps corresponding to two classically
chaotic dynamics.



Therefore, these plots and others [1] strongly suggest that the distributions of zeros
representing eigen^unctions of quantized chaotic maps are. asymptotically and in first ap-
proximation, uniform and isotropic in the large (outside scars). This we conjecture to be
an answer to problem a.). At this point, our knowledge of the total number of zeros, AT,
implies that the average spacing between nearest neighbors must be O(N~l/~), against
(9(JV"1) in the integrable case. For the time being these statements only indicate global
trends, and may need refinements and corrections as better data are collected. Nevertheless
they clearly point to a new semi-classical regime, drastically different from WKB.

Although we cannot prove it, this behavior of the zeros seems strongly tied with the
semi-classical ergodic property (11). First observe that lira h^,. .(q,p) = 1 can never

;V—.00 J l '
be realized pointwise since A^.(Ar) has JV zeros, an increasing number. The next best
possibility for h^i(N} to uniformize, in view of the generating formula (26) for hv.(N), is for
the zeros themselves to become uniformly distributed. This, strictly speaking, amounts to
log /2vj(jv)(3iP) ~* cst- m ̂ e sense of distributions, while we have that h^j(N} —> 1 in the
sense of measures — and we would like to relate these two statements rigorously.

We stress that the equidistribution of the zeros is not more or less equivalent to the
ergodic statement (11) but sharper: it genuinely expresses an analytical property of the
eigenfunction itself, via the reconstruction formula (25). Could it be that eq. (11) only
constrains the density fluctuations of the zeros to a lesser extent?

Problem b) is to derive, from supposedly quasi-uniform distribution(s) of the zeros,
explicit asymptotic pattern(s) to be obeyed by the product (25) for BIJJ(Z). The one-
dimensional distributions of zeros in the integrable case were regular, and a "Poisson
multiplication formula" could suggest a WKB result. By contrast, these two-dimensional
patterns of zeros can equidistribute in many ways, regular (crystal-like), or disordered.
In the former case, the product (25) can be expressed in automorphic functions but this
occurs only exceptionally (for a few eigenfunctions of cat maps). We do not know how to
analyze products like (25) if the factors are shifted in seemingly irregular fashion; perhaps
statistical studies should then prevail.

6. Discussion

The representation of a wave function if>(q) by the pattern of zeros of its Husimi
function does not by itself complete the semi-classical analysis of eigenfunctions in chaotic
situations, but it suggests new perspectives and related mathematical problems.

Keeping in mind that any statement about the distribution of zeros in phase space
directly describes the wave function itself (in multiplicative parametrization), our main
observation is the diffusive behavior of the zeros for eigenfunctions in classically chaotic
regimes as opposed to their concentration on curves in integrable cases. (We have also
observed intermediate regimes.)



The next problems would be to understand the interactions between the zeros, as

resulting from the eigenvalue equation; to describe better the asymptotic distributions
(which seem roughly two-dimensional, but could be fractal, for instance); and to construct

semi-classical formulae for the eigenfunctions (then, for eigenvalues).
Concerning generalizations, the same emphasis on zeros and factorization can be made

whenever the wave function is entire of finite order; in some problems, unlike here, this
feature occurs in more standard representations (than Bargmann), and the corresponding

chaotic zeros might be studied as well. The most serious obstacle to generalization lies
towards higher dimensions (i.e., more than one degree of freedom after reduction), because

of the different nature of analytic functions in several complex variables.
Finally, it is appropriate in this meeting to mention that the dimension parameter

JV = (27T^)"1 is the natural large variable to be used in Borel transformations; this offers
prospects for a resurgent approach to all the semi-classical problems we have discussed,

notwithstanding that an exact WKB method is no more conceivable here than the con-
ventional one.
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